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The principal bottleneck for the utilization of small-molecule

probes in live cells is the shortage of methodologies for

targeting them with very high specificity to biological

molecules or compartments of interest. Recently developed

methods for labeling proteins with small-molecule probes

in cells employ special protein or peptide handles that

recruit small-molecule ligands, harness enzymes to catalyze

small-molecule conjugation or hijack the cell’s protein

translation machinery.
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ihydrofolate reductase
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reen fluorescent protein
hAGT h
uman O6-alkylguanine transferase
Ni-NTA n
ickel-nitrilotriacetic acid
PPtase p
hosphopantetheine transferase
Introduction
Parallel advances in reporter and imaging technologies

have led to the widespread use of probes such as green

fluorescent protein (GFP), luciferase, b-galactosidase,

and b-lactamase to visualize recombinant protein expres-

sion and/or localization in single living cells. Although

powerful, these probes are limited by their large size (and

thus potential to interfere with the structure and/or func-

tion of the proteins to which they are fused; see [1,2] for

examples) and reliance on optical forms of readout. As our

understanding of cell signaling improves, researchers are

increasingly interested in probing the more sophisticated

functions of proteins in their natural habitats; for exam-

ple, photoaffinity probes could reveal information about

protein–protein interactions, photocaging groups could

be used to regulate protein activity, positron emission

tomography or magnetic resonance imaging probes could
ncedirect.com
allow imaging of tissue in live animals, and electron

microscopy probes could provide much higher resolution

spatial information after cell fixation. The principal bar-

rier to the utilization of such probes in the cellular context

is the shortage of site-specific protein labeling methodol-

ogies. Whereas the strength of reporters like GFP lies in

the perfect specificity of genetic fusion, the chemoselec-

tive reaction of a small-molecule probe with a single

functional group on a single protein to the exclusion of

thousands of other competing cytoplasmic proteins, as

well as DNA, RNA, carbohydrates and small molecules,

poses an enormous chemical problem. Here we review

the state-of-the-art in methods for labeling recombinant

proteins in cells with small-molecule probes.

Considerations for site-specific protein
labeling inside cells
For labeling proteins with small-molecule probes in vitro,

biochemists have exploited the unique reactivities of

cysteine (which reacts with maleimide- or haloaceta-

mide-functionalized molecules at slightly basic pH)

and, less commonly, the protein N terminus (which has

reduced pKa compared to lysine sidechains). These stra-

tegies cannot be used for cellular labeling, because nearly

all endogenous proteins bear cysteine sidechains and a

free N terminus. Thus, strategies for achieving specificity

have relied upon unique combinations of amino acids (i.e.

peptide or protein sequences fused to the protein under

investigation) that recruit the small-molecule probe of

interest. For some methods the information contained in

the targeting sequence alone is sufficient to confer spe-

cificity; in other cases, an enzyme mediates the conjuga-

tion of the probe to the target sequence. Another very

different approach to labeling involves the incorporation

of unnatural amino acids into the protein of interest.

Other considerations in making the transition from label-

ing in vitro to labeling in cells are the membrane per-

meance of the probe (or, for cell-surface labeling

applications, impermeance), the potential for the probe

or targeting sequence to affect the cellular system (via

toxicity or more complicated interactions), the labeling

timescale (the faster the labeling, the more biological

processes that can be studied), and the stability of the

probe–protein conjugate (does the probe dissociate or the

conjugate degrade over time?). Table 1 summarizes exist-

ing site-specific labeling methods and highlights the

advantages and disadvantages of each.

Small-molecule labeling using protein
targeting sequences
The most straightforward method for targeting a small

molecule to a protein sequence is to use a binding
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:35–40
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Table 1

Different methods for labeling proteins with small-molecule probes and their relative attributes.

Method Tag sizea Specificity Restrictions Other comments

Small-molecule labeling using

protein targeting sequences

DHFR 157 Labels endogenous DHFR None Protein–ligand dissociation

FKBP12 (F36V) 108 Excellent None Protein–ligand dissociation

hAGT 207 Labels endogenous AGT None

ACP(PCP)/PPtase 77 Excellent Cell-surface proteins

Intein/native chemical ligation �150!1b Competition with

endogenous cysteine

Reducing environment Labeling process is slow

Small-molecule labeling using

peptide targeting sequences

His6/Ni-NTA 6 Unclear None Fast off-rate; Ni quenches

fluoresence

Texas-red-binding peptide 23–38 Excellent Texas-red only Ligand dissociation

Tetracysteine biarsenicals 6–10 Background due to affinity

for monothiols

Reducing environment Fluorogenic; possible residual

arsenic toxicity; long labeling times

Biotin ligase/hydrazide 15 Excellent Cell-surface proteins Two-step labeling

One natural substrate in E. coli

Small-molecule labeling using other methods

Incorporation of unnatural amino acids 0 Excellent Not yet demonstrated

in all cell types

Dominant negative effect

due to truncations

aThe tag size is given as the number of amino acids. bThe tag is temporary and is cleaved off inside the cell.
interaction (Figure 1a). In this approach, the protein of

interest is expressed fused to a protein tag that is cap-

able of binding to a small-molecule ligand. For example,

Farinas and Verkman [3] used antibody tags fused to

localization signal sequences to target various hapten–

fluorophore conjugates to specific subcellular compart-

ments in live cells. More recent approaches have

employed dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and the

Phe36Val mutant of FK506-binding protein 12

(FKBP12(F36V)), which bind to the small-molecule

ligands methotrexate and SLF0 (synthetic ligand for

FKBP12), respectively, with dissociation constants of

25 pM and 94 pM [4,5]. Appending various biophysical

probes to these ligands is synthetically straightforward

and does not reduce binding affinity for the protein

targets. Nuclear- and plasma-membrane-localized DHFR

fusion proteins were labeled in DHFR-deficient Chinese

hamster ovary (CHO) cells using a membrane-permeant

methotrexate–Texas-red conjugate [6]. Similarly, a fluor-

escein–SLF0 conjugate was used to label several

FKBP12(F36V) fusion proteins in NIH3T3, COS-7,

Jurkat and HeLa mammalian cell lines [7�]. Labeling

with these tags is highly specific, and the method is

versatile because it can accommodate probes of many

different structures. However, like GFP, the protein tags

are large (DHFR is 157 amino acids and FKBP12(F36V)

is 108 amino acids) and ligand dissociation can cause the

signal to deteriorate over time. The methotrexate–Texas-

red conjugate, for instance, remains localized to DHFR

fusion proteins for only about one hour after its introduc-

tion. DHFR-based labeling has the additional disadvan-

tage of high background in mammalian cells resulting

from the labeling of endogenous DHFR, unless DHFR-
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:35–40
knockout cell lines are used. By contrast, the SLF0 ligand

has a >1000-fold preference for the F36V mutant over

wild-type FKBP12.

Stabilizing the protein–small-molecule binding event

with a subsequent covalent reaction reduces the problem

of signal loss through ligand dissociation. Johnsson and

coworkers [8,9,10�] exploited the alkylation of Cys145 of

human O6-alkylguanine transferase (hAGT) with various

O6-benzylguanine suicide substrates to covalently label

nuclear, cytosolic, cytoskeletal, and cell-surface recombi-

nant proteins with fluorophores in Escherichia coli, yeast,

and hAGT-deficient mammalian cells. In a separate

approach, Yin et al. [11] and George et al. [12�] employed

an �80 amino acid protein tagging sequence derived from

either peptide carrier protein (PCP) [11] or acyl carrier

protein (ACP) [12�], which was labeled using the enzyme

phosphopantetheine transferase (PPtase). PPtase trans-

fers 40-phosphopantetheine-linked probes from coen-

zyme A (CoA) to a serine sidechain of ACP or PCP to

form a specific covalent attachment. This enzyme-

mediated ligation has been used for fluorophore tagging

of a-agglutinin receptor Aga2p and human G-protein-

coupled receptor NK1 in yeast and mammalian cells [12�].

Both the hAGT and PPtase labeling methods have excel-

lent specificity, because the initial binding interactions

orient the reactive groups and ensure site-specific liga-

tion. Both methods are also quite versatile, because the

derivatization sites on the benzylguanine and CoA cores

are permissive and nearly any biophysical probe can be

appended without affecting the specificity or rate of the

ligation chemistry. Another benefit of these approaches is
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Strategies for the site-specific labeling of proteins with small molecules in live cells. (a) Small-molecule labeling using protein tags. The

protein of interest (white oval) is expressed fused to a protein tag (e.g. DHFR or hAGT; blue), which is able to bind noncovalently or covalently to

a small molecule (e.g. methotrexate or O6-benzylguanine conjugate; red diamond)). (b) Small-molecule labeling using peptide tags. The protein of

interest is expressed fused to a peptide tag (e.g. the tetracysteine motif; blue), which is able to bind to a small molecule (e.g. fluorogenic

biarsenical; red diamond). (c) Small-molecule labeling using enzyme-mediated covalent attachment to a peptide tag. The protein is expressed

fused to a peptide tag (e.g. acceptor peptide; blue). An enzyme (e.g. biotin ligase; cyan) labels the peptide tag with the small molecule directly or

with a functional handle to which the small molecule ligates through a bio-orthogonal reaction. (d) Small-molecule labeling using unnatural amino

acid mutagenesis. An amber stop codon (UAG) is introduced within the gene coding the protein of interest by mutagenesis. During translation, a

tRNA bearing the anticodon (AUC), which has been aminoacylated with an unnatural amino acid, suppresses the stop codon and enables

production of the full-length protein containing the unnatural amino acid (red).
the short labeling time: fluorescent benzylguanine or

CoA probes are typically administered to cells for only

5–10 min before washout of unreacted probe (probably an

additional 5–10 min). The development of fluorogenic

probes, which become fluorescent only after ligation to

the target sequence, would further reduce the labeling

time because the ‘invisibility’ of the unreacted probe

eliminates the need for a washout. The principal draw-

back of both methods is the large tag size: 207 amino acids

for hAGT and �80 amino acids for ACP or PCP. In

addition, background labeling is observed for the hAGT

method, as AGT is naturally found in mammalian cells.

Mutant hAGTs that react up to 20 times faster with the

benzylguanine probes have been engineered [13], but the

milder labeling protocol used with these probes can still

label endogenous hAGT to a significant extent. Cys145-

alkylated hAGT is also targeted for degradation at a rate

of �10%/h [9] so, ironically, signal attenuation is still a

problem, despite covalent attachment of the probe to the
www.sciencedirect.com
target protein. The PPtase method does not suffer from

these problems, but is restricted to the labeling of cell-

surface proteins, because the probes used are not mem-

brane-permeable.

Lastly, we consider the use of inteins and ubiquitin as

protein-tagging sequences. Inteins and ubiquitin can be

cleaved ‘tracelessly’ from the protein under study using

protein splicing or deubiquitination to produce a protein

with an N-terminal cysteine. The N-terminal cysteine is

then chemoselectively ligated via native chemical liga-

tion to a thioester-functionalized probe [14]. This method

is versatile and should work in any cell type, but the

precursor intein and ubiquitin fusions are still large, even

if temporary. In addition, the rates of splicing and thio-

ester ligation are slow, restricting the methodology to the

study of biological processes that take place over several

hours. Moreover, intracellular cysteine and cysteamine

compete with the target protein for reaction with the
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:35–40
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thioester, reducing the labeling efficiency and necessitat-

ing extensive washouts to reduce background.

Small-molecule labeling using peptide
targeting sequences
The fusion of a peptide sequence to a protein of interest

presents a much less invasive option than the fusion of a

protein sequence. As with proteins, small molecules can

be targeted to peptides via high-affinity binding interac-

tions. For instance, Nolan and colleagues [15] have

evolved a 38 amino acid peptide (‘fluorette’) that binds

with a Kd of 25 pM to Texas red fluorophore; labeling

of this sequence in cells was demonstrated using a test

GFP construct fused to a membrane localization signal

sequence from Lyn kinase. Even though the measured

in vitro binding affinity is quite high, in practice the use

of non-covalent targeting strategies leads to signal

deterioration, as observed for the protein–ligand interac-

tions described above (for FKBP12 and DHFR). Another

drawback of the fluorette method is that a new peptide

partner must be evolved for every new probe of interest,

so the versatility is limited. In a separate approach, Vogel

and coworkers [16] have shown that cell-surface receptors

bearing a hexahistidine or decahistidine tag can be

labeled with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA)-

functionalized chromophores. Labeling with Ni-NTA

had to be demonstrated indirectly via quenching of a

fluorescently tagged receptor, probably because direct

imaging of the Ni-NTA conjugated fluorophore is made

difficult (or impossible) owing to fluorescence quenching

by Ni2+ and the modest affinity of Ni-NTA for the oligo-

histidine sequences (0.2–10 mM). Signal deterioration is

far more severe in this case than in the previous examples.

The use of fluorogenic biarsenical (FlAsH) compounds to

label a six amino acid tetracysteine peptide (Cys-Cys-X-

X-Cys-Cys, where X-X were initially undefined amino

acids but are now preferably Pro-Gly) was pioneered by

Tsien and coworkers [17,18] (Figure 1b). The probes are

membrane-permeant and become intensely fluorescent

upon high-affinity binding (2–4 pM Kd) to tetrathiol

sequences. The interaction is strong enough to survive

SDS–PAGE so the signal deterioration problem observed

with other non-covalent targeting strategies is not perti-

nent in this case. Recent improvements to the original

methodology have greatly enhanced the utility of this

approach: new biarsenicals that span the visible spectrum

have been developed [19], dyes that can also moonlight

as photosensitizers to polymerize diaminobenzidine for

electron microscopy [19] or inactivate protein function via

singlet oxygen generation [20] have been reported, and

new tetracysteine sequences that bind with higher affi-

nity to the biarsenical probes have improved the speci-

ficity of the method [19]. These probes have been used to

study connexin [21], AMPA receptor [22], Ebola virus

matrix protein VP40 [23], and synaptotagmin I [24�]
trafficking in live mammalian cells and Drosophila, often
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:35–40
by employing a clever two-color pulse-chase labeling

strategy that distinguishes younger protein from older

protein. This methodology has been employed in E. coli
[25] and yeast [26], in addition to the mammalian and

Drosophila cell lines mentioned above. Unlike most other

methods described in this review, the FlAsH methodol-

ogy has already begun to make significant contributions

to cell biology; however, several drawbacks still limit its

utility. The biarsenical compounds retain significant affi-

nity for isolated thiols. Thus, lengthy (>1 h) and complex

washouts are required to compete out arsenic-monothiol

interactions, even though the probes are fluorogenic, and

in many cases even the extensive washing does not fully

eliminate background staining [27]. Although acute tox-

icity of arsenic is alleviated by dithiol antidotes, longer-

term toxicity remains a concern. Tetracysteines in oxidiz-

ing environments such as the secretory pathway or cell

surface can be labeled only if acutely reduced, which adds

technical complexity and the risk of side effects.

Lastly, our laboratory has recently developed methodol-

ogy for labeling of a 15 amino acid peptide sequence

(‘acceptor peptide’ or AP) with small-molecule probes

using the E. coli enzyme biotin ligase (BirA; Figure 1c)

(I Chen et al., unpublished). BirA catalyzes the ligation of

biotin to the acceptor peptide, but we have found that a

ketone analog of biotin can efficiently substitute for

biotin (the kcat is reduced by less than fourfold). As

ketones are absent from cell surfaces, the introduced

ketone analog can be selectively derivatized with hydra-

zide- or hydroxylamine-functionalized probes [28]. The

combination of a small tag, covalent probe attachment,

and extremely high labeling specificity distinguish this

technique from others, but currently it is limited to cell-

surface labeling. Further re-engineering of BirA to allow

it to accept azide-functionalized biotin analogs that can

react with triarylphosphine- [29] or alkyne-containing

[30,31] small-molecule probes, or to accept fluorophores

directly, should enable extension of the methodology to

intracellular labeling. Also, the rate of labeling, currently

10–20 min at best, could be improved. Modifications to

the hydrazide/hydroxylamine probe structure might

improve the reaction rate of the second conjugation step.

Small-molecule labeling using unnatural
amino acids
The use of amber codon suppression mutagenesis to

introduce unnatural amino acids in a site-specific manner

has also been used to label proteins in living cells

(Figure 1d) [32]. Biophysical probes such as benzophe-

none and aryl azide cross-linkers have been incorporated

at these sites [33�,34]. Like the biotin ligase methodol-

ogy, the versatility of this method is enhanced through

cell-compatible chemoselective ligation reactions. For

instance, unnatural amino acids bearing ketones [35],

azides [34] or alkynes [36] have been incorporated, allow-

ing further derivatization using hydrazone formation,
www.sciencedirect.com
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Staudinger ligation [29] or azide/alkyne cycloaddition

reactions [30,31]. The major advantages of unnatural

amino acid labeling are the excellent specificity, versat-

ility with respect to small-molecule label, and minimal

structural perturbation to the protein of interest. How-

ever, unnatural amino acid mutagenesis is not yet broadly

applicable in all cell types; most demonstrations, includ-

ing the ones with the photoaffinity labels and functional

handles mentioned above, have been in bacteria and

yeast. Nevertheless, the recent report of 5-hydroxytryp-

tophan incorporation into the bacteriophage T4 fibritin

foldon domain in 293T mammalian cells suggests that

more examples are forthcoming [37]. Another serious

concern is that ribosomes do not readily tolerate highly

polar amino acids or amino acids considerably larger than

trytophan. This technique therefore places a limit on the

types of probe structures that can be directly introduced,

unless two-step labeling protocols employing chemose-

lective ligation reactions are used. Finally, a large amount

of truncated protein product is inevitably generated as a

result of competition between the amber suppressor

transfer RNA and release factors that normally terminate

protein synthesis at the amber stop codon. This can lead

to a dominant negative effect, especially if the protein of

interest is multimeric in its functional state.

Conclusions
Site-specific labeling methods represent the major bottle-

neck for the utilization of small-molecule probes in the

cellular context. The methods described here illustrate

various approaches to address this difficult chemical pro-

blem. Among the existing techniques, there is generally

a trade-off between tag size and labeling specificity,

although this can be surmounted through the use of

additional mediating factors, such as enzymes (e.g. the

biotin ligase method) or the cell’s translation machinery

(unnatural amino acid mutagenesis). The unnatural

amino acid labeling method is notable for its minimal

tag size (no additional amino acid), but future approaches

that enable the introduction of probes into endogenous,

unmodified proteins will be highly desirable. For future

work, it is useful to look to creative methods that have

been developed for in vitro protein labeling (e.g. trans-

glutaminase-mediated labeling [38,39], selenocysteine

labeling [40], sortase-mediated ligation [41] or epoxide-

based labeling [42]) to explore the feasibility of extending

these to cell labeling applications.
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